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• This paper basically discusses an approach to “prime” students to learn from lectures 
• The basic idea is that if they discover distinctions on their own, even if they don’t know what 

those distinctions mean, when being lectured about what they mean, they understand them 
better than if just presented with the distinctions and explained what they mean 

Constructivism is concerned with the most effective teaching methods which help students construct 
their knowledge. Sometimes the methods can involve guided inquiry, but other times being lectured is 
what students need. 

• Their example with a successful coach talking to other coaches is another good one. 
o The fact that they have experience coaching is VERY important 
o (My addition) if the audience is people aspiring to be coaches, things may be different 

because they don’t have actual coaching experiences 
o The problems coaches are trying to solve are clear to them; then, they can really use the 

strategies they are lectured about to solve those problems. 
• As researchers for example, we go to meetings and listen to people talk. We learn from these 

because we are primed to learn and have prior knowledge where we can accommodate the new 
knowledge and make connections with what we already know 

In a classroom situation, you are not talking to other coaches! The problem is that we are a coach, and 
the problems we are trying to solve are very clear to us, but students don’t have an idea of what types 
of problems are solvable by the strategies they will learn in a course, and so it’s natural to memorize the 
information they are given without really understanding it. 

 

In this study, they picked several different psychological principles and concepts important in psychology 
which they have taught in the past. Their experience was that students tended to develop an overly 
superficial understanding of these phenomena/concepts and based on their experience, they realized 
that it is perhaps that students’ knowledge is not very well differentiated, so they used a contrasting 
cases approach (and compared it to a telling approach). 

Assessment is also important: if you are just assessing factual knowledge – probably no difference. If you 
assess deep understanding (similar to using conceptual questions instead of problems which can be 
solved algorithmically) you will find a difference. 

http://aaalab.stanford.edu/papers/time_for_telling.pdf


 

Experiment 1: 

• Compared contrasting cases with being told about the cases (before coming to lectures) 

They wanted to teach students certain psychological concepts/principles. For example, the principle of 
stereotypical memory: people tend to remember things that are stereotypical, for example regarding a 
doctor’s visit, people remember events that are typical (e.g., checking in with the receptionist) more 
than events that are not (e.g. the doctor greeted John); sometimes people recall things that didn’t 
actually happen because those things are stereotypical of a doctor’s visit (e.g., John sat down). 

Students in the contrasting cases condition analyzed data from experiments which show these 
psychological principles/concepts. 

The fact that students understand the patterns in the data and the distinctions between different cases 
(even if they don’t have an explanation) makes them primed to learn from being told. 

• E.g.: I noticed that people remembered certain things more than others, but I may not realize 
that the things they remember are stereotypical of doctor’s visits. 

o In this situation, doing this in groups may be even better, because I may not realize it, 
but someone else would 

Similar with the patient forgetting his wallet. Why does everybody seem to remember this? (I would 
certainly not know that it’s because people tend to remember obstacles in the way of achieving a goal). 

In the control treatment, students read materials which did not provide the raw data (this data is really 
not important after you learn the concept), but showed graphs and descriptions of the important 
patterns and distinctions. In effect, students read about the patterns and distinctions instead of actively 
discovering them. 

The assessment is authentic! (predict outcome of an experiment: that’s one of the things that 
psychologists do; I mean it basically informs research) 

They also used a more shallow task, which they call “verification task” (recall of facts about the lecture) 
to determine to what extent students in various conditions recalled the phenomena/concepts discussed 
in class (T/F questions). 

• Just because you remembered what stereotypical recall means, does NOT necessarily mean that 
you will know how that knowledge can be applied to predict the outcome of an experiment 

Results 

• Verification task: no differences (shallow understanding); also ceiling effect 
• Prediction task: intervention improved the number of predictions 



o Statistical analysis shows an interaction between condition (analysis vs. reading) and 
number of predictions 

 

Experiment 2: 

• Basically, this experiment showed that time on task was not a factor 

Students either analyzed contrasting cases or read (similar to Exp 1), and afterwards they read book 
chapters (similar to what a lecture would be I think) roughly 8 pages long. 

They then summarized the book chapters for the cases they only read (and not the ones in which they 
analyzed contrasting cases) 

Results 

• Students in both conditions noted phenomena/concepts equally (one in their analyses and the 
other in the summaries) 

• Same pattern as the undergrads in terms of prediction performance. 
• Whether or not students noted a concept, the students in the analyze condition we more likely 

to use it to predict (when noted: 76% compared to 26%, when not noted: 44% compared to 
11%) 

• Students were also asked how much time they spent on the homework and there were no 
differences: time on task is not why analyzing cases helps students make more thorough 
predictions 

Experiment 3: 

• Basically they found that telling twice or discovering (analyzing) twice is not as good as 
discovering+telling 

Summarizing thoughts 

• Assembling ideas is important, but it’s also important to discern the distinctive features of those 
ideas. (i.e., just asking students to summarize, does not help as much as helping them 
understand distinctions between various things presented). 

• Common in psychology: participating in classic experiments 
o Good idea, but it can really only be used occasionally (cumbersome) 
o Students will be in the role of subjects not psychologists. If they need to understand 

how psychologists think, they need to take up that role 
• Showing students videos is not effective unless they can discern the features you want them to 

o Kind of like demos, ILD – a time for telling; no ILD – fun and all, but no learning 

 



How to tell 

• It is unlikely that students can discover complicated concepts on their own; this is where telling 
comes in 

o Think of all the tutorials in qm, ISLE methodology, ILDs, PI: all of these design to a 
certain extent to use telling effectively 

• Telling is not always bad; it may or may not encourage the desired amount of generative 
processing 

• It is challenging to present an expert’s knowledge in a way that novices can use 
o “expert blind spot” 
o This is why those damn tutorials take so long to make! 

• It is easy to tell students what the relevant distinctions are, but to tell it in a way which 
encourages understanding and transfer is difficult 

o You can tell students what cued recall means, but often, they can use the term cued 
recall and think about memory test 

o Similar with that difficulty of understanding what negative reinforcement means 
 I read two books on human learning which discussed it; and not only that, but 

they also contrasted it with punishment and gave concrete examples, and I’m 
still not sure what the distinction is 

• Using examples as something that must be explained rather than something that explains 
experts’ theories 

o Introducing for example problems that are difficult to solve before presenting new 
concepts relevant to solving those problems 

o Just-in-Time Teaching (adaptation of this, I think)  

 

In a related paper, Schwartz and others used what they call “Invention tasks” to help students develop a 
tangible idea of a concept to be introduced in class. In these invention tasks, students are provided with 
various situations and asked to come up with a way to measure a certain thing. 

• For example, before introducing density, students were shown pictures of various groups of 
objects that looked more or less crowded and were asked to come up with a  measure for 
crowded-ness (slightly guided to help them go in the desired direction -> density) 

• Because students “discover” the concept, before being introduced to it, they learn more from a 
lecture on this concept  

 

General discussion: How is this paper relevant to our classes? 

Basically, the paper shows that having your students struggle with certain things before they are taught 
formally can help them learn 



One faculty member from physics mentioned that he gives students assignments before class and then 
in class, discusses the questions which most students miss. 

• His difficulty is knowing how many students actually spend time on those questions and really 
struggle. Perhaps many of them don’t really engage with those questions and answer them 
superficially. 

• This begs the question: how do you get students to understand that struggling is important? 
o One approach used by Alan Schoenfeld (mathematician at UC Berkley) in his geometry 

proofs class is to ask students to give him any problem they can find in the book to solve 
o He spends the first 10 minutes struggling (he also suggests ideas from the class) and 

typically, he doesn’t get anywhere. What he does then is stress that “Look, I’m clearly 
struggling here because you I can’t immediately think about how to solve any problem, 
this stuff is difficult. But in struggling to figure it out is where I actually learn. It is 
important for you to keep in mind that struggling is a part of learning and if you’ve never 
struggle, you never learn anything”. 

o Shoenfeld then opens the problem up to the class and gives a small amount of extra 
credit to students who can figure it out on their own (students try this outside of class; 
after 10 minutes of struggling, Schoenfeld goes on with the class as planned) 

o This example shows how important it is to frame things for students (struggling is a part 
of learning, I, as an instructor, will struggle too with things I have not done before – but 
this is what learning is all about). Framing things appropriately can motivate students to 
learn. 

o One concern for using this approach is that students may lose faith in the professor (he 
should be able to do this!) and this is exactly why framing is important! 

• In addition, he mentioned that in class, it seems that students are only concerned with copying 
down the solution he writes on the board (to the questions they found difficult) and they do not 
seem very engaged 

o It is very possible that students have misconceptions about how they learn best, and 
they think that copying down the solution is more important than thinking about the 
problem deeply and trying to understand it 

o Again, framing things for students is important, and also repeating it several times 
during the semester.  

• K-12 example by Anita 

In engineering some people use problems they call “wicked problems”: 

• These problems do not have one clear-cut solution; any solution path will have pros and cons 
• The problems are based on real life situations and often, after some time, new constraints or 

new resources are introduced which can force students to change their approach 
• Students work in groups and have to really understand what is being taught because they apply 

it to the particular problem they are trying to solve 



Someone brought up that in the context of chemistry, a similar type of problem is synthesis of 
molecules: different methods have different pros and cons (e.g., in this method, we can start with less 
complicated compounds, but it takes longer). 

A related question was raised about how to motivate students to really try their best when solving 
problems 

• One approach is to make the context of the problems relevant by including real-world examples 
o In physics for example, there is a library of “context-rich” problems developed by 

physics education researchers at University of Minnesota 
• Another approach to motivate students to learn in general is to present a challenging problem 

to solve, before presenting the methods/concepts students will need to use to solve this 
problem 

o As mentioned earlier, it is obvious to an instructor what kinds of problems you can solve 
with certain concepts/principles introduced, but this is not obvious to students 

• Many students only pay attention to what they are assessed on, and if you want to motivate 
students to learn from various activities, those activities should involve some sort of grade 
incentive 

o For example, you may want students to learn how to approach problems, then, it may 
be beneficial to give students problems which require them to just set up the problem 
and not solve it. 

o This is also important because often, students approach problems by looking up 
formulas in the book instead of stopping to think about the problem, represent it 
(diagrams) and think about what they know and what they need to find. 

o In the beginning you can start by giving them prompts (e.g., write a list of 
knowns/unknowns, draw a diagram, write down relevant principles etc.) and after some 
time gradually reduce the support 
 Of course, you should grade the same way, and make that explicit to students 

Multiple choice questions can fool you into thinking students learned more than they actually did 

• One professor from biology mentioned that in the past she has seen students answer a multiple 
choice question correctly, but on a free response question on the same test they had 
misconceptions 

• In order to address this problem, it is important to know students’ common difficulties because 
then, you can come up with incorrect answers that are consistent with student misconceptions 
(i.e., if a student has misconception X, he will solve the problem this way, and get this incorrect 
answer) 

o Chandralekha Singh wrote an article (“Can multiple-choice questions simulate free 
response questions?”) which showed that if you know students’ misconceptions you can 
design good multiple choice questions in which the incorrect answers are connected to 
the misconceptions 



o Of course, this is not practical for 40 questions on two midterm exams each year, but 
little by little you can create a list of questions like this by adding a few every time you 
teach a course 
 Also, surveying discipline-based education literature can also provide you with 

information about common student difficulties, you do not need to discover 
them yourself 

In K-12 education, one person mentioned she developed a curriculum which used contrasting cases to 
determine students’ misconceptions about inheritance  contrasting cases approach is very versatile. 


